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The digitization of public services 
showed its value during the 
pandemic. Accelerated to meet 
the demands of housebound 
Canadians, it proved to be 
extremely useful -- but there’s 
plenty of room for expansion. 

Working with Google Cloud 
Canada, CityAge assembled a 
group of government leaders 
to discuss how to apply this 
country’s pioneering spirit -- 
which has driven innovations 
in numerous fields -- to the 
digitization of government 
services at every level. In April, the 
Alberta Edition kicked off a series 
of four roundtable sessions called 
The Digital Canadian.

With its long tradition of seizing the day, 
Alberta is charging ahead on digital 
innovation when it comes to citizen 
engagement and services. 

 •  How should the province marshal its 
collective knowledge and apply it to a 
people-centred digital government? 

 •  What can be learned from tech 
giants about keeping the services of 
governments and public agencies 
personalized while making access to them 
more efficient?

 •  How can all the services governments 
must deliver digitally be presented to the 
public in a seamless way? 

 •  It’s essential to make listening to every 
member of the community a priority. To 
do that, we ought to gather feedback 
in person, on the ground, in addition to 
digitally.

 •  Quick, simple responses are essential 
because people need our services most 
when they’re in trouble.

 •  We can’t let the necessity for good service 
now get in the way of planning for an 
increasingly digitized future.

 •  Governments must share data as much 
as they can.

 •  A circular economy is the way to go.

Background:  
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About the topic:

KEY CONCLUSIONS:
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Total Regional Innovation 
Networks, originally created as 
part of the  2008 Alberta Action 

Plan for Bringing Technology 
to Market, which currently  

connect and support 1,600-plus 
tech entrepreneurs province-

wide every year. 
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1. HOW DOES GOVERNMENT MAINTAIN PERSONALIZED SERVICE 
LEVELS WHILE SERVING TENS OF THOUSANDS OF CITIZENS?

It’s crucial that it allows every 
member of the community to feel 
seen and heard. 

Perspectives and Insights 
F R O M  T H E  R O U N D T A B L E

Listening to people is a skill. How do we 
listen attentively, collect information, do so 
equitably, hear a diversity of voices, and 
understand someone who comes from 
a very different cultural background than 
you. We need to grow that skill. 

Focus on the user: How does that 
constituent or citizen tick? What do they 
care about? If I can’t figure out something 
myself in the digital space, how will our 
customer do it?

There’s a lot of complexity in the way 
we consume services from government 
and the more we can simplify, the better, 
because often we need government 
services when we have the most stress. 
We’re in a difficult situation, we need the 
service as quickly as possible. So one 
of the things that we always strive for 
is getting the answer for the individual 
promptly. 

We need to reckon with the fact that the 
most vulnerable people in the system 
may not be able to access the devices 
necessary to use digitalized systems, and 
we need to have alternative methods to 
reach them. 
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2027 
The year by which the 

province will achieve universal 
connectivity to every Alberta 

household and business, as 
per the Alberta Broadband 

Strategy.

https://open.alberta.ca/publications/alberta-broadband-strategy-2022
https://open.alberta.ca/publications/alberta-broadband-strategy-2022


2. HOW CAN MODERN GOVERNMENTS DELIVER A SEAMLESS 
DIGITAL EXPERIENCE THROUGHOUT THEIR MANY AGENCIES?

Current needs must be efficiently met even as governments plan for an 
increasingly digitized future.
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Innovation comes from anywhere. Most 
of the time in public service we feel really 
constrained to the service level, meeting 
the day-to-day demand and the day-to-
day pressure. But we need to be intentional 
about the future.

The world has changed. We used to design 
for the current reality, reflect the existing 
budget, talent, legislation, program. The 
new mentality is a living system leadership, 
which means accepting that at the same 
time that there’s a constant state of 
change, there’s a tidal wave of data and 
information you’re expected to navigate 
and it’s only going to get bigger. So you 
say, ‘How do I digitize this service in a way 
that is flexible and will be easy for my 
agency to adapt to whatever is coming?’

The new emphasis on Environment 
Sustainability Governance (ESG) is going 
to shift our approach, not just in terms of 
technical opportunities and leadership, but 
in the way we think about products and 
services, because some of those products 
and services have not been created yet. 
There’s a huge opportunity to think about 
the circular economy, and technology can 
play a huge part in it. How do we change 
the current business model? Because it’s 
not going to be sustainable as we move 
forward. 

“You can introduce the best technology, 
but if you’re not bringing people and 
leadership along with it, it just doesn’t 
end up having the impact you want.” 



3. HOW HARD IS IT TO DRIVE USER 
ENGAGEMENT AND GET USEFUL FEEDBACK?
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Understand that some citizens need alternatives to digitized service.

In our organization, we’re shifting from high 
volume to high value and really articulating 
what that means within the organization. 
Everybody has a voice -- most importantly, 
the front line staff. Are we hitting the mark 
or not? What does that look like? And how 
do we want to serve our customers? 

Sometimes we use traditional tools to 
get feedback, like a focus group or a 
survey, and maybe they aren’t the right 
way to have those conversations with 
some communities. Our services -- online 
or not -- build in racism. We need to 
challenge ourselves and learn from some 
of the experts in our community about 
engagement. 

Our Anti-racism Action Committee hired a 
consultant who specializes in community 
engagement. Their approach was very 
innovative -- it was so respectful and kept 
everybody safe. We engaged with specific 
racialized communities. We went to the 
elders. We had brokers to have those 
conversations and as a result, there was a 
lot of learning.

Some areas of government are self-
protective about talking to end users, 
because there could be blowback or 
negative publicity, or those government 
agencies feel they own the relationship.

The war in Ukraine is the first war that’s 
being fought in real time on social media. 
People are starting to use tools like Google 
Maps to report in real time where every 
tank is, where every person is. Think about 
the power of the public in shaping what is 
transpiring right now. How do we use that 
to help our constituencies? 

“We may be in the cloud and pushing 
code, but values, principles, ways of 
working are actually more effective 
than rules and processes. ” 



4. WHAT KINDS OF DATA-DRIVEN GOVERNMENT THINKING 
HAS PRODUCED THE MOST POSITIVE RESULTS?
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Consider the essential components of a change engine.

We went into the cloud in 2016, and 
Alberta is now a leader in the world in 
adopting cloud technologies for backend 
financial processing across the province. 
We’re going to change the culture 
around building backend solutions for 
government, so government employees 
are empowered to give timely services and 
information to citizens.

There are hundreds of different processes 
that can happen in a consistent, 
systematic, integrated, and standardized 
fashion and help front-end government 
employees provide services in a 
meaningful fashion. Cloud Solutions and 
APIs were our saviours because all those 
are integrated, so right now, we have a 
cloud platform that can evolve to provide 
individualized services.

During the pandemic, the Alberta 
government decided that all 38,000 
employees would need to be vaccinated. 
We had to make sure that there was 
some kind of recording of everybody’s 
vaccination status when they showed up 
at their workplace, and, at the same time, 
the privacy and security of the information 
were protected. So we collaborated with 
the vendor community, and we had a tool 
available along with our ERP solution within 
a couple of weeks. 

If you can co-create solutions, you have 
a higher probability of actually moving 
the needle ahead as far as data-sharing. 
Sharing does happen between different 
levels of government. It’s far from perfect, 
because as soon as you start doing 
data-sharing, there are terms and 
agreements that are associated with it, 
and then it has to be reviewed. 

The City of Calgary, like most levels of 
government and organizations, has an 
open data program. That’s the ultimate 
way to go, as long as you can scrub 
out the potential security concerns, 
especially the privacy concerns. Then 
it’s available for other government 
agencies to use, as well as giving it back 
to the citizens and entrepreneurs in the 
community. 

We’re seeing a lot of support of the idea of 
APIs – information-sharing channels that 
mean we can now bring in, for example, 
social equity, or climate data, and overlay 
it on a program that we couldn’t before. 


